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. The focusing. act ion of horizo ntal elon gated irregula rit ies of elect ron density in t ile 
IO nosphere IS co nSidered . ExpresSIOns a re develop ed for t he general ca se where t he azimuths 
of t he racIJ o st a r a nd of t he short dimension of t he i rregu la rit y may each be differ ent f ro m t he 
aZimut h of t he Intelferometer baselI ne . T hese expressions appear t.o exp lain t he ma in 
feat ures of b roadband radiostar scint illat ions, na m ely (a) t heir bandwidt h, (b) t heir posit ion
shift patterns, a nd (c) t he nat ure of t heu' aSsoclflt lo ll wit h splCad-F. To reco ncile t he t heo ry 
WI t h t he occurrence d.ata on selnttl latlO ns which ex hi bit pos it ion sh ifts, i t is necessary to 
post ulate an IrrC'gula n ty movement towa rds a n azimu t h of 120°, i.t'., a movement a lo ng 
th e isoclin es. 

1. Introduction 

P ar t I of this series [Singleton, 1964] discussed 
observations of Cassiopeia A made wi th the Boulder 
swep t-frequency in terferometer which operates in 
the frequency range 7.6 to 41 ]\ICc/s. The scin tilla
tions observed were found to be broadband , to 
involve occasionally position shifts and dispersion 
and to be associated closely wi th spread-F. The 
aim of this par t is to investigate to wh at exten t 
refractive proper ties of ionospheric irregulari ties 
can be invoked to explain these obser vat ions. 

2 . Model Employed to Interpret 
Position Shifts 

The broadband nature of the scint illations first 
observed by Wild and R ober ts [1956] in the fre
quency range 40 to 70 NCc/s led them to pos tulate 
that the ionospheric irregularities responsible be
haved as lenses. They assumed that the irregulari
ties were physically larger th an the first Fresnel 
zone and tha t as a consequence the deviations pro
duced in an incoming plane wave front were due 
mainly to refraction r ather than diffraction. In 
other words, tp.e ionospheric lenses were considered 
to focus the energy of the radio star so as to produce 
simul taneous increases of intensity over a large 
range of wavelengths. W arwick [1964], working 
in the frequency range 7.6 to 41 M c/s, h as recen tly 
shown that such a focusing mechanism is consisten t, 
no t only wi th t he broadband nature of the scint illa
tions, but a lso wi th the con.figuration of position 
shifts which ar e occasionally associated wi th scin
tillations in this frequency range. 

I On sabbatica l leave from the Physics Departmen t, University of Queensland , 
Australia. 

Waywick '.s analys i.s iJWO~ veel the rather special 
case m Wh ICh the line-of-swh t to tue source t he 
interferometer baselin e and t he shor t dimen s i~ 1l of 
th e focusin g irregulari ty (ass Ulned elongated and 
!lonz0fol tal ) ar~ tal~en .as. coplanar . ~ere an analysis 
IS outlIned WhICll IS SImIlar to ' VarwICk 's bu t which 
deals with the general case where the a.zimu th of the 
source and that of the short dimension of the ir
r egulari ty may each be differen t f rom th e a.zim uth 
of the in terferometer baseline. In the first instance 
a flat ear th approxim ation will be discussed for 
elongated h orizon tal irregulari ties. The effect on 
~he res ul ts of c hanging to a spherical ear th and 
IOnosphere and allowing th e irregularities to be 
other than h orizontal will then be considered. 

3. Focusing Action of Horizontal Elongated 
Irregularities Above a Flat Earth 

By assuming th at the horizon tal elono'ated irreo'

ularities are m oving over a fl a t earth, ~ve simplify 
the problem to the exten t that all directions retain 
tlleil' identity when at tention is tr ansferred from 
th e level of the irregularity to tha t of the observer . 
The three basic directions in the problem are the 
directio~l of the baseline r eckoned from its sou therly 
end to ItS northerly end, th e direction of the radio 
source and the direction of m ovement of t he focusinO" 
irregularity . At this stage it is assumed that th~ 
velocity of the irregularity is horizon tal a nd normal 
to its larger dimension. These t hree directions are 
characterized by azimuths (measured from the nor th 
through east) '! (baseline), ~s ( s~urce) and v (velocity). 
For CasseoPeIa A as seen Iro m Boulder , ~s lies 
between 3170 and 43 0, (J is co ns tant (41°), and v may 
h ave any value between 0° and 360°. 
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3.1. Geometry of the Refracted Ray 

In figure 1 let SO be a ray propagating in a medium 
of refractive index !.I + O!.l which encounters at 0 a 
boundary separating this medium from one of the 
refractive index !.I . It will be refracted at 0 to 
propagate in the second medium along OP. Let 
OS' be the continuation of PO, then the angle 
through which the ray is refracted is (3e' Bs and 1;8 
represent the zenith angle and azimuth of the 
incident ray while Be and I;e represent t he zenith 
angle and azimuth of the refracteCi ray. A con
sideration of the spherical triangle ZSS' yields the 
relationship 

cos (i;,- I;s)=(cos {3,- cos Bs cos B,) /sin Bs sin B,. (1) 

An adaptation of Snell 's law [Warwick, 1964] 
gives the approximate formula 

sin (3,= (O!.l/ !.I ) tan p (2) 

where p is the angle of incidence of the ray SO. 
H we neglect the earth's magnetic field, the refractive 
index is given by 

whereio is the plasma frequency and} the frequency 
of the propagating wave. Thus (2) may be rewritten 
as 

sin (3,=- {Jooio/(P-i~) } tan p. (3) 

Here (jo + o}o) is the plasma frequency in the medium 
in which the incident ray propagates and io the 
plasma frequency in the medium in which the 
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F I GU RE 1. Geometry of an incident and j'efmcted ray SOP. 

refracted ray propagates. For the values of io, 
~t~, and i commonly encountered viz, 5 Mc/s, 0.3 
Mc/s, and 30 Mc/s, iooio/(j2-.m is of the order of 
0.002. Thus for values of p up to 88.5°, (3, is less 
than 2.5° and cos (3, equals one with an error of less 
than one part in a thousand. This error increases 
to one part in a hundred for values of p between 
88.5° and 89°. Consequently, except for ,(l,ngles of 
incidence greater than about 89°, cos{3e may be 
equated to one with little loss of accuracy. There
fore (1) may be written 

cos (1;,-l;s)= (l-cos Bs cos Be) /sin Os sin Be. 

For the case where the radius of curvature I S 

horizontal it can be shown that 

This case is an accurate represen tation of the si tua
tion for rays passing through the edge of an iono
spheric lens. Since O!.l/ !.I is of the order of - 0.002, 
!.I / (!.I + O!.l) is of the order of 1.002 and B, is virtually 
equivalent to Os. Thus cos (I; , - I; s) is very close to 
unity. A detailed examination of (1 - cos Bs cos B,) / 
sin Bs sin Be for the range of values of Bs involved in 
the observations (50° to 81°) shows that cos (I; ,-I;s) 
is equivalent to unity with an accuracy of better 
than 0.1 percent. Thus li ttle error occurs if changes 
in azimuth on reflection are neglected except when p 
is nearly 90°, that is when the irregularities are 
viewed along their length. 

3.2. Geometry of a Received Ray 

In figure 2 let OSQ be a vertical plane containing 
the received ray SO which has an azimuth I; and a 
zenith angle B, OB is the direction of the interfer
ometer baseline which has an azimuth (J . Then 
1/; = 1;- (J. Let YO be perpendicular to OB III the 
plane SOB. Then, 'P is the complement of the 
angle measured by the interferometer, i. e., 'Y. 
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F I GURE 2. Geometry of a j'eceived ray SO. 
OB is the baseline direction . 
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In the spherical triangle BSZ it can be shown that 

sin <p=cos 'Y = sin 0 cos 1/;. 

When all such received r ays h ave a constant azimuth 
it follows that small changes in 0, involved in moving 
from one ray to another , ar e related to the corre
sponding sm all changes in <p by 

o<p = oe cos 0 cos 1/;/sin 'Y. 
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3.3. Edge Rays 

In figUTe 3, DKL is the line image produced by the 
ionospheric lens whose long dimension is in the direc
tion of CR and JI and whose short dimension is in 
the direction J C. The interferometer baseline is 
represented by MN (azimuth u) and UFMK and 
WRNL are focused rays which pass through th e 
interferometer an tennas M and N. Since th e 
direction of arrival varies monotonically across the 
baseline at a nearly uniform rate, the "average ray" 

Fw rUE :3. Geomel1'Y of edge rays. 
T he ionospheric lens JInO produces the lin e image DKL. 
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to whose direction the interferometer responds is GO 
where ° and G are the midpoints of FH and MN, 
respectively. 

In section 3.1 it was shown that, except along the 
long dimension of an irregularity, the azimuths of 
rays from near the edge of the lens are unchanged 
from that of the source. Consequently FM, GO, 
and HN have the same azimuth as a ray which 
passes undeviated through the central portion of the 
lens (AX). However, the rays FM, GO, and HN do 
not necessarily meet at a point on the line image DL, 
since the azimuthal direction of the source and the 
baseline direction are, in general, skew. 

Rays BP, EQ, and CR are parallel to FM, GO, 
and HN respectively, in the vertical cut of the lens 
IACD which has the same azimuth as the source 
( ~s). Rays BP, EQ, and CR are obtained from FM, 
GO, and HN by projecting along the direction of the 
long dimension of the lens. Then BP, EQ, and CR 
necessarily intersect on the line image in a point D 
and Os, 00, and Oe are thus the zenith angles of the 
source (i.e., the undeviated ray AD, EQ (or GO) 
and CR (or HN) respectively. Line PQR is the 
projection of the baseline on the azimuthal plane 
IACD, while XYZ is parallel to the short dimension 
of the irregularity JC (azimuth v) and is therefore 
normal to RN. 

Let SN be perpendicular to MN in the plane 
NINH and TO perpendicular to .MO in the plane 
MOG. Thus 'Pe and 'Po are the complements of the 
angles which the interferometer would measure for 
the directions HN and GO. Let 'Ps be the comple
ment of the angle the interferometer would measure 
if the source were viewed directly in the absence of 
the lens. 

Considering the projection of MN on XR we have 

PR = MN cos ( rJ - v) /cos ( v- ~s) = Ll cos (f- K) / COS K 

(0 ) 

, , 
f 

I A! BEe 

/ 
.------------r77 

D 

where f= rJ- ~s , K=V-~s and Ll is the length of 
baseline. Detailed examination of this relationship 
for all values of ~s and v shows that it is independen t 
of the magnitude of v but changes sign when ~s is 
larger than 180°. Therefore, in general 

PR= ± Ll cos (f- K) / COS K (5) 

where the positive sign applies for ~s< 180o and the 
negative sign applies when ~s> 180°. 

Considering the edge ray HN and the average 
ray GO, it can be seen that 

Since 'Pe is very little different from 'Ps or 'Po , use can 
be made of (4) to produce the following: 

(Oe- O,) cos Os cos f /sin 1'.s -(l{Jo-l{Js) 

= (Oe- Oo) cos Os cos f /sin I's , (6) 

Oe- Os, l{Jo-l{Js and Oe- OO are functions of frequency 
Oe- Os will be written oOe(j) and 'Po-l{Js as o'PoCf) or 
- 01'0(j). D"o(f) is the change in the apparent 
position of the source, as measured by the interfer
ometer, as the edge of the irregularity just comes into 
view; Oe- 00 can be determined as a function of 
frequency as follows. 

In figures 4a and 4b we have drawn the vertical 
plane through the source for observing frequencies 
(j) larger than the focus frequency (fm) and smaller 
than the focus frequency. The focus frequency is 
defined [Warwick, 1964J as the freqnency for which 
the focal length of the ionospheric lens [F(f)] equals 
its range (d). It can be seen from figures 4a and 4b 
that 

Oe- Oo=±PR/2{ FCf) - d } 

R P 

( b) I < 1m 

FIG URE 4. Illustrating the j·elationship between 0. and 00 and the foeallength F (O and 
range d of an irregularity for (a) f>fm and (b) f <JOll. 
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where the positive sign applies to th e casej> l m and 
the negative sign to the casef<j~,.. In wbat follows 
only the case j > lm will be considered . With (5) , 
(6) can now b e written 

80e(f) cos 0, cos f /sin 'Ys+ 8'Yo(f ) 

il cos (f - K) cos Os cos if; 
(7) =±2{F(j)-cl } . sin 'Y s cos K 

Since th e r efraction of edge rays results in ch anges 
in zenith angle rather t han azimuth (sec. 3.1), and 
even th ese changes are srnaU, (3) may be written 

06,(f ) = - U~8jo/ (p-n) } tall p 

or 
80e ( j ) ex 1/ (P- j~) . 

It follows th,tt 
(8) 

where F(j ) is th e focal leng th of the lens. However, 
for most cases,J is a n ordcr of magnitudc largcr th an 
fo and thus 

(9) 

wherc d i:; Lhe focn] lcngth and the range of the ir
reguttri ty ItL t he focus freq ucncy 1m. 

The a nglc m casured by the intcrfcrometer l' 1S 

given b y 

wllere n is t hc hinge ord er, c t hc vclocity of ligh t , 
} th e observing fr equency, ]J th e d iff ercncc in length 
of th e two an tcnl1,L fecdcrs and il t he lcngtll of t hc 
baseline. It follows t ha t 

(10) 

wh ere 01' is Lll o sllift in the measurcd angle co rrc
sponding to nn observed shift of ~l in the frequency 
at which n given fringe order is excited. Since 
n =}!ilj wll ere /::,.} is the fringe spacing, (10) can b e 
written 

Oy = (cU il sin 1') (of! ilj) . (11) 

Using (9) and (ll) , it is possible to rewrite (7) as 
follows 

where 
il 2 cos (if; - K) cos Os cos if; 

a = ± 2cd cos K (J 2) 

and 
b= -(il/c)P80e(.f ) cos Os cos if;. (13) 

The positive sig n in th c expression for a applies if 
~,< 1 80 ° and Lhe negntivc if ~s> 1 80 ° . Sin ce oOeU ) is 
proportional to p i t follows that P oOe(j) is cons tant 
a nd so all the q uant ities involved in thc cxpr cssions 
for a and b are constan ts for n particular scin tilla tion . 
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F[(; tTHE 5. ScaUeT diagwm showing the connection between 
fM/M and [2 f2",/ (f2 _ f2", ) f aT the scinti llation at 0710 U T, 
14 DecembeT. 1960. 

Thusf~l!ilj should be n lincar function of f f,;' /(F 
.I~~) . This h iLS been verified for a number of scintil
httions. F igure 5 shows t hc plot o f .IN/ilJ versus 
P/,;' / (P - J,;') for the sci n LillatioH It t 0710 Ill' U T on 
14 Dcccmb er 1960 which was discusscd in detail by 
Warwick [1964j . The value of f m used (28 M c/s) 
was obtaincd by a n interpoitttion between t il e fringe 
slopes on ei ther side of the fringe-slope chnngeover, 
rehLtive to the s tar 's diurnal motion. It will be 
noted t lllLt the exp ression for a, (12) con tains th e 
!'<tnge of the irreg ulari ty cZ. Un fortunately evalu a
tion of (£ does not lead immediately to cl since th e 
direction of movement of t he irrcgula ri ty a nd hence 
K a re unkn own. 

The followin g considerat.ion of .figure 6 will yield 
expr essions for the duration of the scin t illat ion and 
the width and velocity of the fo cusing irreg ulari ty. 
The duration t(f) of a scin tillatio n at fr eq uency} is 
given by 

where It is t he irregula ri ty, and h ence the image, 
veloci ty, D is given by 

D = ± q { F(f)-d }/F(f)= ± t ( f2 - j;n)!f;" 

where the posi ti ve sign applies to the case 1> 1 m 

(.fig. 6) and th e negative sign to the case r < /"'_ 
Thus 

Asfincreases (in thef> !'m case), tU) reaches a limi t
ing value t i and in terms of this 

(14) 

Thus as fr equency increases tel) decreases from ex
tremely la rge values for small values of j to hero 
at f m and increases again to t i for large values of f. 
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FIG U RE 6. 'Phis figure i llustmtes the derivation oj expressions 
jor speed oj movement Cve) and irregularity width (0. 

This offers an explanation for the narrowing of the 
scintillation near 1m as reported in part I. 

From figure 6 it is evident that the breadth of the 
focusing irregularity (L ) is given by 

L = 2 OR= 2 OP cos Klcos Os=2F(f )MJe(f ) cos Klcos Os 

l.e. , 
(15) 

Making use of (13) this becomes 

L = - 2bcd cos Kif;'/::" cos2 Os cos f · (16) 

All the quantities but K on the righthand side of 
this equation are obtainable for any scintillation and 
thus L cannot be calculated without a knowledge of 
the direction of movement of the irregularity. 

The magnitude of the irregularity velocity is ob
tained directly from a knowledge of Land t i since 

,,,=L /t ;=-2bcd cos Kit;};'/::" cos2 Os cos f. (17) 

Again a lack of knowledge of K prevents evaluation 
of v. 

3.4. Apparent Angular Drift of the Source 

As a focusing irregularity moves across the line 
of sight of the radio star it will change the apparent 
position of the star in a definite pattern, as explained 
by Warwick [1964]. In this section an expression 
will be derived for the rate of change of the observed 
angular position of the source. At the beginning of 
a scintillation the observed angular position of the 
source changes abruptly from 'Ys to 'YoU) (for the 

edge ray) that is by an amount o'Yo(f). There is 
then a gradual recovery to 'Ys and then a gradual 
overshoot to 'Ys- o'Yo(f). Thus the total change in 
the apparent angular position of the source is 
2o'Yo(f) and this occurs in a time tV ) . The rate of 
change of the observed angular position of the 
source W o(j) is consequently given by 

W o(j) = 2 o'Yo (f) /t(j ). 

From (7), (9), (14), and (15), Wo(j ) can be written 
finally as 

r /::" P I 
~ - cos Os±IF=Jf" cos (V- CT) I 
L cos (~ s- v) ) 

(18) 

where the positive sign before the second term applies 
if ~s is less than 180° and the negative if ~s is larger 
than 180°. This expression applies for 1>1m but 
can be converted into the analogo us expression for the 
case 1<1 m by reversing the signs before the second 
term. 

At frequencies higher than the focus frequency, 
the CBR and CAR type scintillations involve values of 
Wo(j ) which are of opposite sign. It is instructive, 
therefore, to examine the variations of Wo(j) with 
source azimuth ~s and wind azimuth v. In figure 7 
the full line and dashed curves represent Wo(j ) 
(P - 1:n) / 1;" plotted against source azimuth for 
several values of the wind azimuth. H ere 1 has been 
taken as 1.21m, L given the value 51un, and only the 
range of azimuths and elevations appropriate to the 
observations of part I have been considered. The 
curves have an infinity when ~s= v- 90 c. Under this 
condition the irregularity is being viewed along its 
long dimension and its focusing action will be such 
as to produce changes in azimuth rather than ele
vation. However, the approximation on which the 
curves of figure 7 are based assumes that the focusing 
action involves changes in elevation only (sec. 3.1) . 
Thus the infinities in the curves at ~s= v- 90 o are 
unlikely to be meaningful. 

To interpret correctly the curves of figure 7 it is 
essential to know over which parts of the curves the 
approximation on which they are based is accurate. 
An accuracy criterion for these curves can be estab
lished in the case where the normal to the refracting 
surface, where an edge ray strikes it, is horizontal. 
In this case it can be shown readily that 

cos p= sin Os cos ( v- ~s). (1 9) 

It was pointed out in section 3.1 that it is reasonable 
to assume that there is negligible change in azimuth 
on refraction when cos (3 . is approximately equal to 
one, that is when p is less than 88.5°. Using this 
limitation on p it is possible to employ (19) to find 
the range of values of ~., for each v, for which the 
approximation used in the construction of figure 7 is 
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FIG U R E 7 . 1faJ'iati on of the mte of change oJ Vw obser-ved 
angulaJ' position of [£ j'efmeted my with sou?"Ce azimuth (~ , ) 
for sever-al values of wind a zimuth (v). 

accurate (full lines) . As anticipated, the approxi
mation, based on no change in azimuth on refraction, 
breaks down (dashed lines) in the vicinity of the 
infini ties at which the sign of Wo(j )(p- n.) / j ?,. 
changes. Thus, in those cases where Wo(j ) (P- j!.) / 
~,,/!. changes sign it is only possible to determine 
p'art of the curve which represents the variation of 
this quantity with ~s . A complete tll eory would, of 
COUTse, allow all the curve to be determined. Lack
ing such a theory, we assumed that a conn ection 
between the two branches of the curve, consistent 
with the curvatme trends of the branches, approxi
mates to the true variation. These connections are 
drawn as dotted lines on figure 7. 

It can b e shown that 

Wo(J) (P-!;.) 
N,j m 

2c j oj 
LiJ. sin 'Ys' j;' . iJ. j (20) 

Assuming that the smallest detectable value of oj is 
± 0.1 M c/s, we can determine how the smallest 
detectable valu e of Wo(j)(P- j;') / "j;" varies with ~s . 
The dash-dotted lines of figure 7 r epresent this 
variation for an i m of 30 Mc/s and an j of 36 Mc/s. 

In a CBff [Singleton, 1964] scintillation the fringe 
drift is from high to low frequency as time progresses. 
Now 

cos 'YoU) = rlC/jiJ. + p/iJ. . 

If n is kept constant and nonzero and j allowed to 
decrease, obviously 'YoU") decreases. Bu t W o(f) is 
eq uivalenL Lo d'Yo(J) /dt so that CBff scin tillations are 
associated witl) negative valu es of TVoU} A similar 
arg Ulll ent sh ows that CA H scintillations are associa ted 
with positive values of WoU) . From diagrams such 
as figu re 7 i t is possible, Lherefore, to determine the 
r anges of val uos of so urce azimu til ( ~s) over which 
detectable CBH fLnd CAlf scin tillations will be pro
duced by a given wind azimuth (1/) . Scin tillations 
occurring at those values of ~s a nd 1/ for whi ch 
W o(j) is below t he limi t of detection will correspond 
to type N as defined in part 1. A sunll1lary of the 
ranges of values of t , over which CBll, CAR, and N 
type scintillations would be expected for a full 
range of values of 1/ is presented in the lower part of 
figUTe 8. The upper two histograms in figure 8 
show how th e occurrence of CBll and CAn scintil
lations vary with source azimuth. They show that 
th er e is a chan geover from CBIT to CAn at a source 
az i mu th of about 8°. Such a cha nge is predicted 
most tLccurately by a wind azim uth of 120°. 

In ord er to gain more information abou t th e direc
tion of tbe wind , an attempt h as been made to re-

~.------------------------------, 
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FIG U RE 8. The theor-etical predictions of position shift pr-opej'
ties of scinti llati ons (lower jigur-e) m'e hej'e compar-ed with 
the exper-imentally determined his tograms of CB H and CA H 
occur-renee (upper histogmms). 
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constru ct the experimental his tograms of CBI[ and 
CAR occurrence versus sidereal time. This was done 
by allotting weights to th e predictions of fi gure 8 for 
wind azimuths of 20° to 160°. The "weights (num
bers in brackets on fig . 8) were chosen by trial and 
error so as to get reasonable agreement between pre
diction and experiment for the CBR and CAR histo
grams. Figures 9a and 9b compare the experimental 
(full line) and predicted (broken line) histograms 
for CBI[ and CAR scintillations. 

Using the weights employed in the co nstruction of 
figure 8, we can gain some idea of the vitriation of the 
r~lative occurrence with ,~ind azimuth (.Fig. 10). 
FIgure 10 also shows the aZlmuth of the isoclines in 
th~ ?bserving ~·egion. It would appear that irregu
lantles producmg CBI[ and CAR type scintillations 
are usually elongated in the mao'netic north-south 
direction, the component of moti;n norm al to theil' 
length lying towards the so utheast along the isoclines. 

Heverting to figures 8 and 9, we expect that the 
adopted weighting procedure would also r eproduce 
the observed sidereal time variation of occurrence of 
the N condition. Figure 9c shows that this is not 
the case. However, it is interesting to note that the 
synthetic histogram (broken line), though smaller 
and narrower than the observed (full line) histogram 
reproduces, to some degree, the trends of the ob
served histogram. Note especially the slower rise 
of occurrence than fall off of occurrence with in
creasing sidereal time. From (20) it will be seen that 
a decrease of fm by a fac tor of three increases the 
minimum ?etecta:ble value of W o(J) (f---:,Fm) j-':F m by 
an order of magmtude. Such a change Illcreases the 
range of ~ s over which N type scintillations may be 
observed at the expense of CBH and CAH scintil
lations. Thus the synth etic histogram of figure 9c 
may be widened and increased in height to .fit the 
observed histogram more closely if it is assumed that 
values of fm lower than 30 Mc/s predominate. The 
relative heights of the synthetic and observed histo
grams suggest that the number of occasions when 
f", < 30 Mc/s to the number when ./",> 30 Mc/s 
should be of the order of 2 to 1. 

4. Effect of a Spherical Earth and Iono
sphere and Nonhorizontal Irregularities 
The above discussions have b een based on the 

approximation that t he earth and ionosphere are 
flat . Little change in the form of the analysis is 
necessary when a chang'e is made to a spherical earth 
and ionospheric situation. The main difficulty that 
arises is that the azimuth of a yector at a point other 
than on the observer's zenith cannot be transferred 
without change to the observing point. This is due 
to the convergence of meridians. Computations 
have been made which allow the assessment of the 
error il1\Tolved in assuming that the apparent azimuth 
(as seen from the ground) of a vector in the ionosphere 
equals its true a7.imuth in the ionosphere. These 
computations are summarized in figure 11 where the 
error for several true azimuths is plotted against 
sidereal time. An irregularity height of 300 km has 
been assumed. It will be seen that the error never 
exceeds 3.2°. Considering the crude method used 
to determine the wind direction in section 3.4 , an 
error of this magnitude is pro bably of little 
significance. 

So far the irregularitles have been assumed to be 
elongated and horizontal and are thus similar to those 
thought 1,0 be responsible for some types of midlati
tude spread-F [Bowman, 1959]. There is a considera
ble bod of evidence however, which points to the 
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existence of hU'ge field-alin ed irregulnTi ties at these 
latitudes [Peterson et al. , 1955; D eard en, 1962; 
Knech t and Russell , 1962J. Such irregularit ies, if 
they exist in t be form of columns, would appear to 
be sui table fo cusin g structures . Sin ce a region where 
the dip is of t he order of 75 0 is bein g ,·jewed at 7.eni t h 
angles ranging fro nl about 60° to 80 0 , t he geometrical 
problem reduces to one similar to t hat al ready co n
sidered except that the equi n Llent irregularities are 
effecti "ely netl,]" the zenith. I t does not seem possibl e 
to distinguis h between t hese models with the experi
mental information a ,'ailable and t he present sta te 
of the theory. 

where~th e positive sign nppli es to the case wbere f> 
i ll; and the negative to the case where f < l",. Use 
(8) to evalu ate F(j); then (2 1) beco mes 

5. Intensity of Focused Scintillations 

In the vicinity of the focus the beam of radiation 
focused by an ionospheric irregularity will have a 
cross section smaller than that of the irregulari ty. 
As a result the signal strength in the focused beam, 
near the focus, will be higher than the signal strength 
at t he same poin t in the absence of the focusing 
irregul arity . The gain in signal strength as the 
result of focusin g: can be calculated as follows. 

Consider figures 4a and 4b. The racl iation which 
passes through an area of bread th AB reaches the 
ground over an fI, ['ea of the same len9.-th as the irregu
la ri ty bu t wi th a breadtll CD . Th e gain (G) in 
signal strength is obviously: 

(21 ) 

G =(l - JUP)!/ l -I~,jP I . 

In figure 12 the gain is plotted as a function of 
J",IJ for several values of f all The broken line p ar ts 
of the curves represent the si tuation ,yhere 1m is not 
gr eater than th e cri tical frequency of t he F-layer 
(fo). This is physically unlikely. Note the limited 

- fm:l- f 

001 
0001 001 0 1 10 100 1000 (Roli o) 

I I 
,30 -20 ,10 a 10 20 (db) 

FIGUl~E 12. Gain dll e to the JOC1lsing action oj an ionospheric 
lens plaited agai nst f", / f j ar several vct/lles oJ f olf. 
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range, about}m, of observing frequency (j) for which 
the gain is greater than one. Bandwidths up to 
7: 1 are possible when the F-layer cri tical frequency 
to is less than 10 percent of the observing frequency f. 
This upper limit to the bandwid th drops to 1.6 to 1 
for}o equal to 75 percent off. The observed band
widths (part I ) of 2: 1 and occasionally 3 : 1 are 
consistent with this result. 

In figure 13,jm/f is plotted againstjo/f for a gain of 
one. Gains greater than one occur only for valu es of 
fm/j and .foIj which correspond to points within this 
curve. On the left and bottom of the figure several 
scales of observing frequency j have been added for 
particular values ofjm and jo. The effective band of 
the swept-frequency in terferometer (after the MUFE 
h as b een taken into account) is shown on these scales 
by th e thick lines. It is evident that some or all of 
a scin tillation whose focus frequency jm fulfills the 
condition 2 Mc/s>}m> 56 Mc/s may be observed 
with th e interferometer. 

Figure 13 offers an explanation for those scin till a
tions which exist only in the low-frequency octaves. 
Consider a focus frequency of 5 Mc/s and an F-layer 
critical frequency of 2 Mc/s. As the observing 
frequency (j) is allowed to vary from 10 to 40 Mc/s, 
curve (a) is traced ou t. It can be seen that under 
these condi tions the gain is greater than one only for 
j less than 25 Mc/s. For the same value of jm but 
a higher value ofjo, say 4 Mc/s, curve (b) shows that, 
only for observing frequencies less than 20 Mc/s, 
the gain will be greater than one. Thus low
frequency scintillations apparently occur when jm 
and jo are small. Low values ofjo will be associated 
with the low values of MUFE necessary to permit 
observation of low-frequency scin tillations. H ow
ever , as found experimentally in part I , low values of 
MUFE, while a necessary condition for the observa
tion of low-frequency scin tillations, is not a sufficien t 
condi tion. The focusing frequ ency must also b e 
small. 
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6 . Association Between Focusing Frequency 
and Spread-F Parameters 

The focusing proper ties of an ionospheric !lTeg:u
larity depend on its incremental electro ~1. denslty, l tS 
size and the natme of the curvature of ltS surfaces. 
By assuming that the irregularities \~hicl~ produce 
scintillations are the same as those which sllllUl tane
ously produce spread-F, it is possible to g~in infor
mation about tbe in cremental electron denslty of the 
scin tillation -producing irregulari ties. 

Conventional ray optics will now be used to 
develop connections between the focusing frequ ency 
of an irl'eo'ularity and its incremental electron 
density. Tl1rec curvat~re mod~l~ will.be considered. 
In the .first model the llTegulantIes WIll be assumed 
to be semi cylindrical deviations from isoionic con
tours that are otherwise flat. Cylindrical columns 
will be considered as th e second model. In the 
third model the isoionic contours will be ass umed 
to have a sinusoidal wavelike natme. 

6.1. Semicylindrical Irregularities 

Fi o-m e 14a depicts an irregularity which takes ~he 
fonn b of a semicylindrical deviation of an otherWIse 
flat isoionic con tour. It will be assumed t hat the 
r efractive index immediately beneath the contour is 
M, while that imm ediately above is M+ OM. .The 
irregularity, which h as a radiu.s of cuyvature ~' , IS H,t 
a distance d from the obser vll1g pomt. It I S well 
known [Longhurst, 1957] that the [ocnl length (F ) 
of such a sys tem is given by 

(22) 

fL + 8fL 

\ 

(0 ) ( b ) 

Neglecting the effect of the earth's magn~tic 
fi eld, the refractive index of a plasma for an observmg 
frequency j is given by 

(23ft) 
and 

(23b) 

where jo is the plasma freq\lency below the boundary 
in 6o'me 4a and jo+ ojo IS the plasma frequ~ncy 
abov~ this boundary. Using these t~o cxpreSSlOns 
in connection wi th (22) and assummg that the 
radius of cmvatme is at least an order of magnitude 
smaller than the focal length, we find that 

(r/F ) (j2-j~) =20fojo+ of~. (24) 

The variation of plasma frequency at the peak of. the 
F-layer associated wi th most spread-F config~r~tlOns 
is an order of magnitude less th an the mll111!lum 
plasma frequency here. Thus (24) can be wntten 

0.10110= (1'/2F) { Cflfo) 2- 1 }. 

Wb en the obser ving frequency f equals the focus 
fl'eq uency fm . the roca1 length F equals the r ange d 
of the focusmg nregulanty. Thus 

o fo/fo = (1'/2cl) { Cfm/JoY- l } (25) 

which is the :required connection between th e f?cus
in o- frequency and the parameters of the assocIated 

'=' . .6 . spread-F con 19uratlOn.. .. 
If as in fi o'nre 14a the IlTegulanty IS convex as 

, '=', . d h viewed from below, d and Tare r eqmre to ave 

£ + 8£ 

( c) 

FIGURE 14. The thl'ee irregularity models whose focusing properties have been investigated. 
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opposite sign (according to the sign convention used) 
to enable the lens to be convergent and thus oj~ is 
negative. If the irregularity is concave as viewed 
from below o}o has to be positive for the lens to be 
co n vergen t . 

6.2 . Cylindrical Irregularities 

The focusing action of a cylindrical irregularity in 
a plane normftl to i ts axis will now be considered . 
Assuming that the irregularity has a circular cross 
section of radius T and tha t the refractive index of 
the plasma within the irregularity is 11 + 011 and that 
outside 11 (.fig. 14b), simple ray optics [Longhurst, 
] 857] can be used to show thftt the focal length F 
is given by 

2F iJ. 
- -1=-
r 011 

where F and T have to be of opposite sign for the lens 
to be convergent. Since F is expected to be at least 
an order of magnitude larger than T, this may be 
rewritten 

(26) 

which is of similar form to (22). Employing the 
methods outlined in section 6.1, but using (26) 
rather than (22) , we obtain the following conn ection 
between the focusing frequency, range of the ir
regulari ty and the parameters of the associated 
spread-F. 

0.10 _ T { (.( 1.()2 } 
j~ - - 4cl JmJO - 1 . (27) 

Here cl and T have to be of opposite sign for the lens 
to be convergent, and hence oj~ is negative. 

6.3. Sinusoidal Irregularity 

Warwick [1964] considered the focusing action of 
irregularities resulting from sinusoidal wavelike 
isoelectronic contours. Such irregularities are de
picted in figure 14c. He demonstrated that rays 
passing through the lens at points distant Iyl from its 
axis are brought to a focus at a distance} given by 

where L = ofAo/2f and A o, A, and the dielectric con
stants f and f+ Of are as shown in .figure 14c. 
Because of the caustic effect associated with such 
lenses, Warwick asserts th at the rays passing througll 
th e edge of the circle of least confusion arise from 
the points y= ± A/10, and the effective focal length is 
thus 

Since f= n2= 1 -./~/P, it follows that 

and thus 
(PIf~)- l 

20./oUo 

At the focus frequency (fm) , F equftls the range of 
the irregularity (d). Consequently, the final con
nection between the focus frequency, the range and 
dimensions of the irregularity, and the parameters of 
the associated spread-F con ':.guration is 

6.4. Experimental Verification 

In sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 it has been demon
strated that the relationship between the focu s 
frequency (fm), the range of the irregularity (d) and 
the parameters of the associated spread-F con-
6guration (.fo and 0./0) is 

0}0= 1!.. { (i.~)2 - 1 } 
.( d f JO . 0 

(29) 

where s is a function of the size and shape of the 
irregularity. In part I , 6gure 15, i t was shown that 
.fooj~ is proportional to f,;.. This is consistent with 
(29) since f", is usually an order of magni tude larger 
thanfo. rlhe same body of data in part I , 6gure 15, 
is used in a scatter plot (fig. 15) of ofo /jo versus 
{ C/m/for-1 }. A linear relationship obviously exists, 
the correlatio n coefficient of the scatter being 0.79 
with a 1 percent confidence level of 0.41. The slope 
of the line .fitted to the scatter is 8.57X10- 4 • 

Irregularities at 400 km viewed between 1400 and 
] 700 hr sidereal time are at a range (d) of 930 km on 
the average. It follows that s eq uals 0.80 km on the 
average. Values of the breadth of th e average 
focusing irregulari ty can be calculated in terms of s. 

0. 36 

0 .32 
p=O_79 (1% l evel =0.42) 

0.28 

0 .24 

0.20 

8f, 
f, 0.16 

0. 12 

0.08 .. 
: . 

I. 
0.04 .. 
0.02 

o 10 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 

( fm/fo)2 - 1 

FIG URE 15. The scattcl' diagram obtained when Mo/f 0 is plaited 
against (Co i f u) 2 - 1. 
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These calculations are summarized in table 1. r n the 
case of the sinusoidal irregulari ty two wid ths are 
quoted. The .first of these is calculated on the basis 
that the wavelength of the isoelectroni c cO ll to ur is 
comparable wi th its ampli tud e as ass um ed by 
W arwick [1964]. The seco nd wid th quoted is based 
on the assumption that the dep th of the focusing par t 
of the irregularity is half its wid th , a si tuation which 
is directly comparable wi th the case of th e semi
cylindrical irregulari ty. 

The r adius of the .first Fr esnel zo ne at a r ange of 
930 km for th e wavelengths used in most of t he 
observations is 2.5 to 3.5 km. Thus it appears that 
the irregula ri ties must be either of the cylindrical or 
sinusoidal types in ord er to be larger than this zone 
and allow r e/"nw ti on effects to dominate possible 
diffraction effects. 

T AB L E 1. Compcu·ison of the irregularity width for the three 
models proposed 

Scmicy lindrical 
irregular ity 

S=r/2=0.80 kill 

r= J. 6 klll 

Oylindrical 
irrcgulari LY 

8=r/4= 0.80 kill 

r=3.2 kill 

Si nuso ida l 
irregularity 

S= I-' /30.9 /1 0= 0.80 kill 

1-' /.'1 =29.5 

W idt h of ir reg. L = 2r=3.2 \\" id U, of irreg. L = 2r= " ' id lll of irreg. L = I- /2= 
km 6. 4 klll 14 .7 k lll (/1 0= 1-) 

7 . Dispersion 

= 1-/2=3.7 k lll (/1 0= 
1-/4) 

As Wild a nd Rober ts [1956] fLrst suggested , the 
dispersion effects noted in par t J are apparen tly 
due to horizon tal gradients in electron dens ity which 
act as h uge prisms. Since scin tillations with dis
persion exhibi t much t he same posit ion-shif t prop
er ties as other broftdb and scintillations, focusing 
stru ctures of the types cli>:;cussed above as well as 
horizon tftl gradients are required fo r t heir explana
t ion . 

No co mplete tUl ftlysis of dispersion by horizon tal 
gradien ts of electron density will be gi\'en here. 
Attention is drawn, howe,"er , to a possible explana
tion of the sider eal time varia tion of the dispersion 
effects. It was noted in part I that scintilla tions 
are frequ ently associa ted with dispersion before 
0900 hr sidereal time but tha t the incidence is low 
from this time un til 1600 hI' when obser vations cease. 
Figure 16 shows the track of the line of sigh t to 
Casseopeia A across the 200, 400 , and 600 km 
levels. E ach track has been di\Tided up into 2-hr 
in tervals of sidereal time. The figure also shows 
the 70°, 75 0, and 80° isoclines (lines of constan t 
magnetic dip ). It is obvious from th e figure that 
an isoclin e corresponding to a dip of 77 ° would 
cross the h = 600 km track at abou t 0900 and 1600 
hI' sidereal time, wh ereas t he 75° isoclin e crosses the 
11,= 400 km track at these times. The isocline 
corresponding to a dip in the vicinity of 75° may 
t herefore form t he northern boundary of the region 
with horizontftl gradien ts of electron density suitable 
for the production of dispersion . 

'" "0 

60' 

.~ 4 5' 
o 
-' 

"" o 
z 

30' 

120° 105' 90° 75° 
Wes t Longi tude 

I."I G lIR E 16. This shows the track of the line-of-sight from 
Boulder to Casseo peia A a CI'OSS the 200, 400, and 600 km levels 
(II/ lllines). 

Each of the tracks have been di vided up into 2·hr intervals of s idereal time. 
'rho broken Jines represent. the 70,75, and 800 isocli nes ancl the places lnarked are 
t he location of ionosolldcs. 

8 . Conclusions 

The /"ocusi ng ,.ct ion of large scale elongated 
ionospheri c irregula rities has been considered for the 
geneml case where the a ;.-; imu Lh of t ile radio source 
and t hat of the short d imensiou of t be ionospheric 
irregularity may botll be d ifreren t from that of th e 
in terferomete r baselin e. T he expressions developed 
ftppear to explain the main features of the broadbftnd 
scill tilhttions r epor ted in par t r, neuu ely , (a) t heiT 
broad bandwid th, (b) their posit ion shif t p atterns 
,wd (c) t heir association wit h spread-F. To re
co ncile t he t heory wit h t he statistic,. l inform ation 
co ncern ing position shif ts it was found necessary to 
postulate all irregulari ty mo \"emen t towards an 
azimut h of 120°. This corresponds to movemen t 
along t he isoclines wit h t he long dim ension of t he 
irregulari ties in the magnetic nor th-so u til direction. 
The res ults do not permit differen tiation between a 
horizon tal irregulari ty mod el and a field-alined 
irregulari ty model. 

Because of a lack of knowledge of the direcLion of 
motion of indiv idual scin t illa tions it is not possible 
to find directly the range, width, or speed of the 
irregulari ties. 

I t is with pleasure that t he au t hor ackn owledges 
the facilities afforded him by the High Al titude 
Observatory to carry out t he work repor ted here 
while on sabbatical leave from th e University of 
Queensland . Tn part icular , he would like to th ank 
Dr. J ames W . Warwick of the Obser n1tory staff 
who suggested the ilwestigation and m aintained a 
yery active in terest in i t . 
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Miss Adelle Wightman programmed the com-
putations reported in section 4. . 

The research reported here was sponsored, III 

part, by the Air Force Cambridge R esearch 
Laboratories. 
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